The nonlinear frequencies of pre-stressed graphene based structures are calculated. These structures are modeled with a nonlinear hyperelastic shell model. The model is calibrated with quantum mechanics data and is valid for high strains. Analytical solutions of the natural frequencies are obtained for the Canham bending model by assuming infinitesimal strains. These solutions are used for verification of the numerical simulation. The performance of the model is illustrated by means of several examples. The modal analysis is performed for a square plate under pure dilatation or uniaxial stretch, a circular plate under pure dilatation or under the effects of an adhesive substrate, and carbon nanotubes under uniaxial compression or stretch. The adhesive substrate is modeled with van der Waals interaction (based on the Lennard-Jones potential) and a coarse grained contact model. It is shown that the analytical natural frequencies underestimate the real ones, and this should be considered in the design of devices based on graphene structures.
List of important symbols
The high mechanical strength [1] , thermal conductivity [2, 3] and electrical conductivity [4, 5, 6] of graphene have received much interest in recent years. The vibrational properties (i.e. frequencies and mode shapes) of graphene play an important role in analysis and design of graphene based sensors and resonators. There are several studies on the development of new sensors using graphene based structures [7, 8] . For example, graphene can be used in oscillators and electro-mechanical resonators [9, 10, 11] . The effect of pre-stressing on the vibrational properties of graphene have been investigated by Gupta and Batra [12] and Mustapha [13] , while foundation effects have been studied by Murmu and Pradhan [14] , Lee and Chang [15] , Lee et al. [16] and Mustapha [13] . The nonlinear vibration of sandwiches with graphene and piezoelectric layers have been modeled by Li et al. [17] . Li et al. [18] used a nonlinear finite element (FE) method to analyze large deformations and obtain the nonlinear frequencies of graphene membranes for nanomechanical applications. A linear material model works well for infinitesimal strains. But, the mechanical properties of graphene vary in large strains. Hence, nonlinear hyperelastic material models should be used to model the material behavior in large strains [19, 20] . Thermal vibration of rectangular, circular and annual graphene sheets are studied by Kumar et al. [21] , Wang and Hu [22] , Mohammadi et al. [23] and Biswal and Rao [24] . The vibrational properties of multi-layer circular and rectangular graphene sheets are obtained by Kitipornchai et al. [25] and Allahyari and Fadaee [26] . Ke et al. [27] has modeled the size-effects on vibrational properties of rectangular plates. The vibrational properties of a graphene sheet can be calculated by molecular mechanics [28] and molecular dynamics [29] . Strozzi et al. [30] have calculated the natural frequencies and mode shapes of CNTs by analytical approaches and validated them by experimental, atomistic and FE results. Arghavan and Singh [31] have computed the natural frequencies, mode shapes and force vibration of CNTs. All mentioned continuum models are limited by linear elastic material behavior. However, graphene shows nonlinear and anisotropic behavior under large deformations [19] . Kumar and Parks [19] develop a hyperelastic material model for graphene that is based on three strain invariants and several unknown material constants. Those constants need to be determined from appropriate tests. A suitable approach for this are ab-initio calculations. They are more accurate that molecular dynamics simulations, and they do not have difficulties with applying homogeneous strain states as is the case in experiments. In addition, atomistic potentials [32, 33] underestimate elastic modulus [34] . A wide range for the elastic modulus for graphene have been reported by Cao [35] that under or overestimate experimental and ab-initio results [36, 37] . It should be mentioned that Gupta and Batra [12] used the MM3 potential and obtained a very close results to experimental and ab-initio results, but further investigations should be considered for large deformations. The nonlinear material model of Ghaffari et al. [20] is used here to remedy these deficiencies and the consistency of the model with experimental and ab-initio results is verified analytically. The frequencies can be dominated by pre-tension. But only if the pre-tension is large. If the pre-tension is small or zero, the frequencies will be dominated by bending stiffness. Therefore one should not neglect bending stiffness in general. Isogeometric analysis (IGA) is a new computational technique that connects CAD and FE analysis [38] . Recently, an isogeometric FE formulation has been developed by Sauer et al. [39] for the analysis of liquid and solid membranes based on inherent curvilinear coordinates. It has been extended to anisotropic membranes by Roohbakhshan et al. [40] and rotation-free shells by Sauer and Duong [41] and Duong et al. [42] . This shell formulation has been applied to biomaterials and composites by Roohbakhshan and Sauer [43, 44] and to graphene by Ghaffari et al. [20] . The latter work uses the anisotropic membrane model of Kumar and Parks [19] and extends it to a shell formulation by including the Canham model [45] . This new model can simulate the anisotropic behavior of graphene based structures under large deformation and it has been used to simulate indentation and peeling of graphene sheets and torsion and bending of carbon nanotubes (CNT). The new shell model is a purely mechanical model that does not account for thermal effects. This work reports new data of the effect of stretching and contact on the vibrational frequencies.
The major novelties of this work are
• The frequencies of square and circular graphene plates, and CNTs are obtained under nonlinear deformations.
• The effects of substrate adhesion on the frequencies of a graphene plate are investigated and instabilities are found for certain adhesion energies.
• The analytical solutions of the natural frequencies are obtained for the Canham bending model.
• The hyperelastic material model is valid under large deformations. So, the limitation of a linear elastic material model in previous studies is surpassed.
• The current formulation can be extended to capture finite size effects, such as those reported in [46, 47] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, the hyperelastic material model of Ghaffari et al. [20] is summarized. Its FE formulation is described in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, the proposed numerical formulation is verified with analytical solutions. The nonlinear modal analysis is benchmarked with several numerical examples. The nonlinear modal analysis is conducted for a square sheet under pure dilatation and uniaxial stretch, a circular sheet under pure dilatation, a circular plate under adhesive effects of a substrate and CNTs under axial stretch. The paper is concluded in Sec. 5.
Material model
Measured strains up to 12.5% [48] , 20% [49] and even 25% [37, 50] have been reported. Therefore, a nonlinear hyperelastic constitutive law for graphene is considered in this work. The membrane part of the strain energy is based on logarithmic strain and calibrated by density function theory (DFT) data [19] . It is adapted to a curvilinear formulation by Ghaffari et al. [20] . The membrane model is extended to a shell formulation by including the Canham bending strain energy. The required bending parameter is calibrated by quantum mechanics data [20] . An anisotropic functional can be based on an isotropic functional by including structural tensors [51, 52] . Based on the symmetry group of the graphene lattice and its structural tensor, a set y x Figure 1 : Anisotropy of the material: Orthonormal vectors characterize the graphene lattice.^and^are the armchair and zigzag directions.
of invariants can be introduced as [19]
1 := a = ln ; := 1 2 ,
1 and 2 capture the isotropic response of the material and 3 is related to the anisotropic features.
(0) dev is the deviatoric part of the logarithmic strain. In addition,^and^are defined as^:
:=^⊗^+^⊗^,
where^and^are the two orthonormal vectors (see Fig. 1 ). is the maximum stretch angle relative to the armchair direction and defined as = arccos ( 1 ·^) ,
where 1 is the direction of the maximum stretch. The strain energy density per unit area of the initial configuration is decomposed into the membrane and bending parts m and b parts. The membrane part includes the pure dilatation and deviatoric parts dil m and dev m . The strain energy density can thus be written as
These terms are defined as
b := 2 where and are defined as
The material constants ,^, 0 , 1 ,^, 0 , 1 and are defined in Tabs. 1 and 2. The parameters in Tab. 1 are computed from local density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA). In Tab. 2, FGBP and SGBP indicate the first and second generation Brenner potential respectively, while QM indicates quantum mechanics.
The first derivative of the strain energy density, relative to the metric and bending tensors, gives the co-variant components of the Kirchhoff and moment tensor as
and 0 are given in Ghaffari et al. [20] and Sauer and Duong [41] .
Finite element formulation
In this section, the nonlinear modal analysis based on the FE method is presented. Based on the Galerkin method, the weak form of the equations of motion is obtained by using principle of virtual work [55] . The standard linearization is utilized and discretization is conducted based on NURBS shape functions [41] . Using the Kirchhoff-Love shell theory, the equations of motion for a two-dimensional (2D) manifold can be written as
where ,˙and are body force, acceleration and mass density, respectively. is defined based on the Cauchy stress tensor as
where is defined as
and = , = / and = 0 / . The mixed in-plane components of are defined as := .
The discretized weak form can be written as
where M is the mass matrix and f int and f ext are the internal and external force vectors. Using Taylor expansion aroundû such that u =û + du , the linearized relation can be written as
where K := (f int − f ext )/ u is the stiffness matrix. K includes the material and initial stress (geometric) stiffness matrices. The mass and stiffness matrices are given in Appendix B.
The detailed derivation of the mass and stiffness matrices and a efficient formulation for their numerical implementation can be found in Sauer and Duong [41] and Duong et al. [42] .
Graphene has a single atom thickness and its frequencies change severely under external loads. If the structure is excited by a dynamic load which has the same frequency and mode shape as the specimen, the structure may be unstable and fail. The vibrational properties of structures can be manipulated to avoid instabilities due to resonance. A pre-stretch can be used to change the natural frequencies and shift them away from the frequency of the applied external loads. The influence of damping on the vibrational properties of graphene-based resonators is important and should be considered to improve the modeling of these sensors. Experimental results suggest a nonlinear damping formulation for graphene-based the sensors [56, 57] . In addition, sensors can be used to measure the mass of a nano particle based on the vibrational properties of sensors [10] . The vibrational properties of these sensors can be tuned by specific pre-stretching to increase sensor precision for a suitable ranges of mass. Furthermore, the substrate influence on the vibrational properties of the graphene sheet should be modeled for an accurate design to reduce the cost calibration. Eq. (18) is linearized to obtained K and calculate the frequencies [58, 59, 60, 61] . In modal analysis, it is assumed that structures have a periodic response that can be defined as
whereū are are the mode shape and frequency of the structure. So, the generalized eigenvalue problem of the nonlinear system can be written as
Numerical examples
In this section, three numerical examples are shown: a square plate, a circular plate and a carbon nanotube. For the first two examples the FE formulation is verified in the linear elastic regime by comparison with analytical solutions. The analytical solution for the natural frequencies 1 and mode shapes are provided in Appendix A. They are based on infinitesimal strains and 
and are the number of half waves in the mode shapes alongâ nd^directions. The boundary is simply supported. linear elasticity. Then, the effect of initial stresses and large deformations on the frequencies of the specimens are investigated. The load scenarios of pure dilatation, uniaxial stretch and interaction with an adhesive substrate are considered. The investigation is considered up to the instability point. The elasticity tensor loses its ellipticity [19] at the instability point and the frequencies of the membrane mode shapes become zero.
Vibrating square plates
First, a linear modal analysis is conducted for a simply supported square plate under zero preload, and the mode shapes and natural frequencies are obtained. The mode shapes, natural frequencies and numbering of modes of the unloaded system are illustrated in Fig. 2 . A convergence study for mesh refinement is conducted and reported in Fig. 3 . As seen, the discretization error does not decrease beyond a certain refinement, since the condition number of the stiffness matrix becomes too large for an accurate solution of the problem. For the following simulation results a FE mesh with 80 × 80 quadratic NURBS elements is considered to ensure convergence. Second, the modal analysis of a square plate under nonlinear pure dilatation and uniaxial stretch is investigated. An isotropic square plate has repeated frequencies under pure dilatation. Under pure dilatation, the material response is isotropic, the frequencies are increasing monotonically and the order of modes does not change ( Fig. 4) . But, the material has an anisotropic response under uniaxial loading. The frequencies increase faster if the specimen is stretched along the zigzag direction rather than in other directions. In uniaxial stretch, the repeated frequencies become distinct and the order of modes can change during loading, e.g. (1, 3) is larger than (2, 1) in the unstretched structure, but beyond a certain stretch the frequencies reorder and (2,1) become larger than (1, 3) (see Fig. 5a ). In both cases, the frequencies increase up to a maximum, and the model becomes unstable if it is deformed further due to a loss of ellipticity of elasticity tensor (e.g. vanishing shear modulus for pure dilatation). The strain for vanishing shear modulus ( ( ) = 0) can be analytically obtained as = 1/ ln( 0 / 1 ). It should be ⃒ ⃒ (0) =0 vs. mesh refinement. The analytical solution of (A.12) is used as reference. and are defined in Fig. 2 . The boundary is simply supported. mentioned that the classical formula for the stress-dependent frequencies [62] cannot capture the behavior correctly for large stretches. This formula predicts a linear frequency increase with the stretch, which is very different from the nonlinear behavior seen in Figs. 4 and 5.
Vibrating circular plates
Like for the square plate, the linear modal analysis is conducted for circular plates. First, the behavior for zero pre-load is investigated. The resulting mode shapes, natural frequencies and the numbering of modes are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7 for simply supported and clamped plates, respectively. A convergence study for mesh refinement is conducted and reported in Fig. 8 . Due to ill-conditioning, the discretization error does not decrease beyond a certain refinement level. This is similar to the behavior of the square plate. For the following simulation results a FE mesh with 80 × 80 quadratic NURBS elements is considered to ensure convergence. Second, the vibrational behavior of a circular graphene plate under pure dilatation loading is investigated. In Fig. 9 , the variation of the frequencies under pure dilatational loading is presented. As shown, the frequencies increase monotonically with . The structure will become unstable if the loading is increased to far. Like for the square plate, the frequency dependency ) armchair zigzag ! " ! " on deformation is nonlinear and cannot be captured correctly by analytical formulas based on linear elasticity. Finally, a circular graphene plate in contact with an adhesive substrate is investigated. Locally, the substrate is modeled as a half space at each contact point and the atomic interaction is modeled via the Lennard Jones (L-J) potential. The half space potential can be written as
where ℎ 0 , Γ and are the equilibrium distance, the interfacial adhesion energy per unit area and the normal distance of a surface point to the substrate. The derivation of the half space potential, contact force and stiffness can be found in Sauer and Li [63] , Sauer and Wriggers [64] and Aitken and Huang [65] . In Fig. 10 , the boundary conditions, the variation of the frequencies with increasing adhesion energy, and the first mode shape are shown. The locations with sudden frequency changes (indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 10b ) are local instabilities where the frequency suddenly drops to zero and quickly recovers again, as the enlargement in Fig. 11b shows. A similar issue has been reported for loading of graphene on an adhesive substrate by Kumar et al. [66] . For these adhesion energies, the graphene surface can come very close to the substrate leading to negative eigenvalues of the contact stiffness matrix so that the eigenvalues of the total problem become very small. A large change in the frequencies and deformation can be seen at those frequencies. The softening effect of the stiffness results in the local mode shapes that are shown in Fig. 11 .
Vibrating carbon nanotubes
In this section, modal analysis of CNTs is conducted to calculate the frequencies of CNTs. The model is verified in a linear regime and then the simulation is extended to the nonlinear regime. For the following simulation results a FE mesh with 160 × 160 quadratic NURBS elements is considered to ensure convergence. First, a linear modal analysis with free boundaries is conducted and the FE formulation is verified. The radial breathing modes can be easily computed in different numerical and experimental methods. In this mode, the radius of the CNT increases and there are no tangential displacements. The radial breathing mode should not be confused with the first torsion mode (see Fig. 12 ). The natural radial breathing modes of different CNTs for the proposed model are compared with other finite element, molecular dynamics, molecular mechanics, ab-initio and experimental results from the literature (Tab. 3) . The new results are in a good agreement with those. The frequencies from the proposed model are higher than other numerical results, but lower than (and thus closer to) experimental result. The first radial mode has a frequency that is several times larger than the first torsion mode in the current example. Second, the influence of uniaxial stretch on the frequencies of CNTs is investigated. The CNTs are simply supported ( Fig. 13) and stretched in the axial direction. The mode shapes, natural frequencies and their naming are shown in Fig. 14 for zero axial pre-tension. Fig. 15 shows that the frequency of the torsion and shell modes are monotonically decreasing and increasing with stretch, respectively. In contrast, the bending beam frequencies first increase and then decrease under further stretching. The frequencies of the higher shell modes increase more than the lower shell modes, and the frequencies of the bending beam modes are changing with a similar factor for all CNTs. The torsion mode of CNT(17,0) and CNT(14,7) shows a rapid decrease beyond 1 = 1.142, but it decreases more slowly for CNT (10, 10) . The CNT will become unstable if it is stretched further.
CNT( , )
AR PM [67] (MD, FE) [ Finally, the buckling of CNTs under compressive axial strains is investigated. CNTs buckle in bending beam or shell modes depending on their aspect ratio. The frequencies of the first and second bending beam mode become zero at 2.7% and 5.4% strain for CNT(7,0) with aspect ratio 15, indicating buckling ( Fig. 16 ). Gupta et al. [71] obtain axial buckling strains of 2.2% and 4.3% for the same aspect ratio, which are lower than the current results. The frequencies of modes SH1, SH2, SH3, BB1 become zero at 7.14%, 7.56%, 7.8% and 8.58% strain for CNT(7.7) with aspect ratio 6.4. Yakobson et al. [72] and Gupta et al. [71] obtain the buckling strains 5% and 9.12% for the shell and bending beam modes for the same CNT 1 
Conclusions
The nonlinear vibrational properties of graphene-based structures are determined with a new rotation-free shell formulation based on isogeometric finite elements. A hyperelastic material model is used to describe graphene-based structures under large deformations, accounting for nonlinear compressing, stretching and bending. The frequencies are affected strongly by those nonlinearities. Additionally, the nonlinearities of substrate interaction have a strong effect on the frequencies. A calculation based on linear elasticity can underestimate the frequencies, whereas the proposed nonlinear material model avoids this problem. It is therefore important to include the effects of pre-stretch or substrate adhesion in the modal analysis. The results of the current research can be used in the detailed design of graphene-based devices such as MEMS and NEMS. These calculations are essential to control resonance and stability. The modal analysis for square and circular plates under pure dilatation, uniaxial stretch, and substrate adhesion is conducted. The natural frequencies are verified with the analytical solutions for zero pre-load. The natural radial breathing mode of a CNT is compared with results from the literature and there is good agreement. The variation of CNT frequencies with uniaxial stretch and compression is obtained and the influence of chirality is investigated. The strains where the frequencies vanish correspond to the strain of various buckling modes. Further, the influence of chirality on the variation of the frequencies is studied. In the present study the nonlinearities due to large initial deformations, contact and constitution are considered.
Another source of nonlinearity is tension modulation [73, 74] . Tension modulation describes tension that is constant in space, but varies in the time. The proposed model can be applied to many other graphene-based structures. An interesting example are the vibration of carbon nanocones [75, 76] . They can be studied in future work based the present finite element model.
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Appendix A. Analytical solution of natural frequencies
The natural frequencies for simply supported square and clamped/simply supported circular plates are analytically obtained for the Canham bending energy model. Here, it is shown that the shell theories based on the classical Koiter bending energy model [77, 78, 79] and Canham bending energy have the same differential equation but they have two different characteristic equations for a simply supported circular plate. This is due to the moment boundary conditions and Poisson's ratio. The characteristic equations, which are obtained from the Koiter and Canham models, are identical for circular clamped plates. In addition, they are identical for square simply supported plates. In this section, first the mass density of graphene is calculated. Then, the characteristic equations for the different geometries and boundary conditions are derived. These solutions are used in the verification of the numerical method.
A.1. Graphene density
A hexagonal Representative Area Element (RAE) is selected to compute the mass density (Fig. A.17) . The area of the RAE can be computed as where is the length of the carbon-carbon bond. In addition, each carbon atom is shared among three RAEs and so there are 6 × 1 3 = 2 full atoms per the RAE. Finally, the mass density in the reference configuration is computed as
where is the mass of a carbon atom and 0 can be connected to the surface density in the current configuration via the area stretch as
A.2. Equilibrium Equation
In this section, the plate equilibrium equation is derived for the Canham bending model [45, 80] in Cartesian coordinates. Then, it is transformed to operator form to be used in a cylindrical coordinate. The Canham bending energy density per current area can be written as
where and are the mean and Gaussian curvatures and the Cartesian components of the curvature are := , , := , ,
where , and , denote partial differentiation w.r.t. and . If the strains are assumed to be infinitesimal and the shell is flat in the reference configuration, the bending strain energy density becomes
The Cartesian components of the bending moment are
The final equilibrium equation takes the well-known form [62] This relation is different from the one which can be obtained for the Koiter shell theory [77] .
Appendix B. Stiffness and mass matrix
In this section, the finite element mass and stiffness matrices are given. They are defined based on NURBS shape functions and their parametric "," and covariant ";" derivatives. The matrix form of NURBS shape functions and their derivatives can be written as [42] 
where is the number of control points per element. The mass matrix is independent of the deformation and can therefore be precomputed at the beginning of the simulation. It is
The stiffness matrix can be written as
The material stiffness matrix k mat can be written as The elasticity tensors of , , and are given in Ghaffari et al. [20] for graphene based on the definition in Sauer and Duong [41] . The contact stiffness matrix k c is given in Ghaffari et al. [20] . Clamped boundary conditions are applied with a penalty parameter and its stiffness matrix k p is given in Duong et al. [42] .
